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Abstract. Fully coupled, multi-phase reactive transport sim-

ulations of CO2 storage systems can be approximated by

a simplified one-way coupling of hydrodynamics and reac-

tive chemistry. The main characteristics of such systems, and

hypotheses underlying the proposed alternative coupling, are

(i) that the presence of CO2 is the only driving force for

chemical reactions and (ii) that its migration in the reservoir

is only marginally affected by immobilisation due to chemi-

cal reactions. In the simplified coupling, the exposure time to

CO2 of each element of the hydrodynamic grid is estimated

by non-reactive simulations and the reaction path of one sin-

gle batch geochemical model is applied to each grid element

during its exposure time. In heterogeneous settings, analyti-

cal scaling relationships provide the dependency of velocity

and amount of reactions to porosity and gas saturation. The

analysis of TOUGHREACT fully coupled reactive transport

simulations of CO2 injection in saline aquifer, inspired to

the Ketzin pilot site (Germany), both in homogeneous and

heterogeneous settings, confirms that the reaction paths pre-

dicted by fully coupled simulations in every element of the

grid show a high degree of self-similarity. A threshold value

for the minimum concentration of dissolved CO2 considered

chemically active is shown to mitigate the effects of the dis-

crepancy between dissolved CO2 migration in non-reactive

and fully coupled simulations. In real life, the optimal thresh-

old value is unknown and has to be estimated, e.g. by means

of 1-D or 2-D simulations, resulting in an uncertainty ulti-

mately due to the process de-coupling. However, such un-

certainty is more than acceptable given that the alternative

coupling enables using grids of the order of millions of el-

ements, profiting from much better description of heteroge-

neous reservoirs at a fraction of the calculation time of fully

coupled models.

1 Introduction

Long-term, reservoir-scale, multi-phase reactive transport

simulations in heterogeneous settings are computationally

extremely challenging, often forcing to set up oversimplified

models if compared to purely hydrodynamic simulations.

Typically, 1-D or 2-D models are preferred wherever sym-

metry allows for it (e.g. Gaus et al., 2005; White et al., 2005;

Audigane et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2010; Beyer et al., 2012);

only coarse spatial discretisations are adopted for 3-D models

(Nghiem et al., 2004; Kühn et al., 2006; Kühn and Günther,

2007; Zheng et al., 2009). As a result, most studies of reac-

tive transport only consider very simple geometries and ho-

mogeneous media, thus disregarding spatial heterogeneities

at reservoir scale, which in turn are routinely considered by

the usually much more detailed geologic models and pure hy-

drodynamic reservoir simulations. These oversimplifications

concern the chemistry as well, leading one to consider only

a subset of the potentially reactive minerals. Moreover, the

need for sensitivity and uncertainty analysis due to the large

amount of uncertain parameters in geochemical simulations

(De Lucia et al., 2012; Dethlefsen et al., 2012), and in partic-

ular with orders-of-magnitude uncertainties in the determi-

nation of field-scale reaction rates (Hellevang and Aagaard,

2013), cannot be met if the computational effort for one sin-

gle geochemical simulation is practically too high. The re-

sulting models can be used to highlight qualitative results

or to provide rough estimations of the ongoing processes at

reservoir scale (Gaus et al., 2008, and references therein). To

our knowledge, there is no example of fully coupled reactive

transport simulations considering complex chemistry on spa-

tial discretisations with a resolution comparable with the one

usually adopted for pure hydrodynamic simulations.
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However, a number of relevant questions require a rather

careful description of reservoir heterogeneity, or depend on

a fine resolution of reservoir features, well beyond the pos-

sibility of fully coupled simulators and computationally af-

fordable coarse grids. The migration path in a highly het-

erogeneous system, for example, heavily affects the volume

of reservoir which gets exposed to the injected reactant and

thus, in the long term, is affected by chemical reactions

(Lengler et al., 2010; De Lucia et al., 2011). Hence, heav-

ily upscaled or geometrically simplified models may not be

able to satisfactorily capture such migration, adding a deci-

sive imprecision to the coarse coupled simulations.

Especially to solve one of these problems, namely the esti-

mation of the long-term, reservoir-scale mineralisation at the

Ketzin pilot site (Martens et al., 2013), a simplified scheme

for coupling chemistry and hydrodynamics was introduced

(Klein et al., 2013; Kempka et al., 2013b). The purpose of

the novel method is not to upscale the simulation grid or ap-

ply multi-grid methods, but rather to take advantage of some

of the characteristics of the modelled processes, by introduc-

ing an approximation in the coupling itself.

Targeted class of systems and formulation of hypotheses

for applicability of the one-way coupling

Many potential CO2 storage systems are located in siliciclas-

tic sandstones, such as in Germany and more generally in

northern Europe, in Rotliegend, Bundsandstein and Keuper

sequences (De Lucia et al., 2012; Beyer et al., 2012; Klein

et al., 2013). Such geological settings are typically charac-

terised by high salinity of the formation brines and limited

reactivity of the reservoir rock, given the high proportion of

silica and limited amount of faster reacting minerals such as

carbonates. Under these circumstances, relevant alteration of

the rock matrix due to injection of CO2 and, more impor-

tantly from an engineering point of view, its precipitation in

new carbonate minerals are expected to occur hundreds or

thousands of years after injection stops (IPCC, 2005). The

slow kinetics of the involved reactive chemistry are thereby

the principal limiting factor (Marini, 2006; Gaus, 2010). The

coupling with hydrodynamic transport of solutes plays there-

fore only a secondary role, also given the high salinity of the

pristine formation fluids, which makes many reactants avail-

able for reactions at any given time. In summary, a signifi-

cantly large class of potential underground CO2 storage sys-

tems is expected to display the following characteristics:

1. Separability of timescales: the timescale of relevant

mineral alterations is much larger than that of the hy-

drodynamic processes: chemical alterations capable of

significantly affecting the host rock in terms of poros-

ity and permeability are occurring when the system has

reached substantial hydrodynamic equilibrium. Con-

versely, relevant transport of solutes is happening only

at the beginning of the simulation time, when chemistry

has not yet become relevant.

2. CO2 is the only transport-limited reactant: the major

driving force for alterations is the presence of the in-

jected CO2, either in a separate, dense phase or dis-

solved in the formation brine.

3. All other reactions are kinetically limited: as a conse-

quence of the previous facts, the presence of other reac-

tants is far less relevant with regard to reactions’ out-

come. Given the typical high salinity of the targeted

formation fluids, the presence and thus the transport of

other reactants is not a limiting factor for the reactions.

These three main characteristics are thus considered as as-

sumptions for the application of the one-way coupling. It is

important to fully understand the resulting implications. In

particular, the first assumption implies that the feedback be-

tween chemistry and hydrodynamic transport is limited and

therefore negligible, either because quantitatively marginal

or because too slow, at the timescale where each of the two

processes is most relevant. This encompasses both the con-

centration changes of the driving-force CO2 and of the other

reactants due to reactions and thus their migration, and the al-

teration of petrophysical properties of the medium (porosity,

permeability).

The assumptions are of course a simplification and will

not hold for all possible CO2 storage sites. In particular, not

only carbonate rocks but also siliciclastic reservoir with rel-

evant carbonate cementation cannot satisfy them, since sig-

nificant amounts of reactions are expected at the same (short)

timescale as the hydrodynamic processes, making it impossi-

ble to un-couple them. Another consequence of the assump-

tions is that chemical processes, such as salt precipitation,

do not fall in their applicability domain; namely this is a

transport-limited and fast process which violates the first and

third assumption. However, such processes are generally ex-

pected only in the the immediate proximity of the injection

wells; furthermore, a hypothetical loss of injectivity, while

being a problem during the operational life of the storage

site, will not significantly affect the long-term chemistry at

reservoir scale, which is the scale of the models which are

considered in this study. For these reasons, dry-out in the

vicinity of injection wells can be be safely disregarded. Nev-

ertheless, a site-specific assessment is recommended in or-

der to verify the adherence the investigated system to the as-

sumptions. We can anticipate here that none of the reactive

simulations for the case study of this paper showed possible

salt precipitation, but this could be also due to the coarse dis-

cretisation used; however, in the specific case of the Ketzin

site, there was no sign of injectivity loss throughout opera-

tions, and repeated Pulsed Neutron Gamma (PNG) logging

campaigns interpreted very moderate, spatially concentrated

and probably transient salt precipitation around the borehole

(Baumann et al., 2014), thus confirming its negligibility.

It is also important to note that the considerations and

methods proposed in this study are not strictly limited to CO2

storage systems, but can be employed wherever the system
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behaves in accordance with the three assumptions, just sub-

stituting the CO2 with a limited amount of transport-limited

reactants controlling the geochemical reactions. Therefore, it

will be demonstrated in the following that the three assump-

tions above are sufficient conditions for establishing the sim-

plified coupling.

The paper is organised as follows: the proposed one-way

coupling approach is described in detail in Sect. 2.1. Sec-

tion 3 introduces the case study, with the reference geochem-

ical model, the simulation grid and the general set-up of

the non-reactive and fully coupled reactive transport simu-

lations performed for the validation. Their respective results

are analysed in Sect. 4 aiming at verifying the major hypothe-

ses. Finally, a comparison of the outcomes of simplified and

full coupling concludes the study.

2 The simplified one-way coupling

2.1 Implementation

The concept of the one-way coupling was firstly introduced

by Klein et al. (2013). The idea is to combine, in a post-

processing approach, independent batch geochemical sim-

ulations with non-reactive flow simulations, while applying

some criterion to at least ensure partial mass balance and thus

compensate for the lack of feedback between chemistry and

hydrodynamics. Hereby, the non-reactive simulations are in-

tended to calculate the mutual solubility of CO2 in formation

brine and conversely of H2O into the CO2-rich phase, which

are actually chemical processes and in particular dependent

on the ionic strength of the brines. In particular, the proposed

approach can be considered as a radical operator splitting,

where the chemistry operator is applied at the end of sim-

ulation time instead of after each time step of the transport

operator.

In detail, the procedure is constituted by the following

steps:

1. The non-reactive hydrodynamic simulations should be

rub for the whole simulation time.

2. The reference 0-D batch geochemical simulation repre-

sentative should be run for the whole reservoir and for

the whole simulation time.

3. The arrival time and residence time of the injected CO2

in each grid element should be derived from the non-

reactive simulations, distinguishing between gaseous or

dissolved CO2; we will refer to this time interval as the

exposure time to CO2. If the element is exposed only to

dissolved CO2, its concentration has to exceed a thresh-

old to be considered exposed to CO2: the arrival time

is therefore taken as the simulation time where the con-

centration first trespasses such a threshold.

4. During the exposure time in each grid element, the gas

saturation or the concentration of dissolved CO2 can dy-

namically vary. We define the characteristic gas satura-

tion and concentration of dissolved CO2 as the respec-

tive maximum value reached during the exposure time.

5. The reference batch geochemical model is analytically

scaled to each element of the grid for the length of its

exposure time. The scaling is needed to consider the el-

ement’s porosity and the characteristic gas saturation.

Insights about the analytical relationship are given in

Sect. 2.2.

6. If the element is exposed only to dissolved CO2, the ex-

posure time is truncated to prevent the CO2 mineralisa-

tion to exceed the characteristic concentration reached

in the element.

7. If the element is exposed to gaseous CO2, it is as-

sumed that enough CO2 reaches the element to achieve

the maximum mineralisation without further need for

a mass balance.

8. The chemical state of each element at the end of its ex-

posure time is prolonged to the end of the simulation

time.

9. The mineralisation in each element is finally summed in

time to achieve global mineralisation in the reservoir.

The lack of feedback between hydrodynamics and chem-

istry is of course the major drawback of the simplified,

volume-based one-way coupling, since it leads to lack of

mass balance between chemistry and transport. A control re-

garding the mass balance in the elements exposed only to

dissolved CO2 has been therefore built into the algorithm.

Such bounding is considered not necessary if a significant

saturation of gaseous CO2 is reached in the element, since,

given the hypothesis of small amount of reactions, it is as-

sumed that in such a case enough CO2 is available to reach

full mineralisation for the given time frame.

The simplified coupling builds on top of non-reactive hy-

drodynamic simulations, where indeed no CO2 is immo-

bilised in precipitating minerals. As a consequence, the spa-

tial extent of the CO2 plume calculated by those hydrody-

namic simulations is always equal to or larger than the one

predicted if chemistry is considered, namely by the fully cou-

pled simulations.

It is therefore of utter importance that the modelled sys-

tem satisfies the first assumption of Sect. 1. In the following,

through comparison with fully coupled simulation, it will be

demonstrated that the discrepancy of the CO2 migration pre-

dicted by the non-reactive simulations is not too large with

respect to the case with active chemistry. Furthermore, it will

be shown how the proposed method of defining a threshold

on the dissolved CO2 concentration allowed to activate the
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chemistry mitigates this issue to a large extent. This consti-

tutes the first main hypothesis that needs to be verified to

validate the simplified coupling against fully coupled simu-

lations.

For an initially geochemically homogeneous scenario,

which means initial concentrations of solutes and volume

fraction of minerals, the simplified coupling foresees the use

of one single batch geochemical model which is practically

replicated onto all elements of the simulation grid, possibly

scaled following the local porosity and gas /water saturation

ratio (cf. next session for more details on this subject). In

other words, the simplified coupling assumes that in each el-

ement of the simulation grid the reaction path is qualitatively

and quantitatively similar to one single underlying model: we

will refer to this property in the following as self-similarity

of reactions in the reservoir, and it descends from the com-

bination of the first and third assumptions above: negligible

feedback of transport to chemistry, and strong kinetic con-

trol of the reactions with CO2 as only transport-limited re-

actant. This is a quite strong conjecture, and constitutes the

second major hypothesis that needs to be verified by compar-

ison with fully coupled reactive transport simulations.

The gas content and and the dissolved concentration vary

during the simulation and also in particular during the ex-

posure time of grid elements to the injected CO2. By com-

parison with fully coupled simulations, it can be shown that

the maximum gas saturation during exposure time controls

the speed of reactions; the maximum concentration of dis-

solved CO2 controls the total amount of mineralisation in the

elements where no gaseous CO2 arrives. Therefore, the re-

spective maximum value is retained as characteristic for the

two variables, in the sense that it controls the outcome of the

chemistry. Other tested possibilities were the average, time-

weighted average and the median values during the exposure

time.

Lastly, the medium considered throughout this study is ho-

mogeneous in terms of volume fractions of reactive minerals:

heterogeneity is in the present study only referred to porosity

and permeability. In presence of different facies or a spatially

heterogeneous distribution of volume fractions, the method

can still in principle be applied using as many batch geo-

chemical simulations as there are different facies in the reser-

voir, assigning the corresponding chemistry to each element

of the hydrodynamic grid. However this possibility has not

been explored in the present study.

2.2 The analytical scaling relationship

One major feature integrated in the proposed simplified cou-

pling approach is the treatment of spatial heterogeneity of

porosity and of gas saturation in the porous medium, the lat-

ter also has a dynamical variation along the simulation run,

but ultimately taken into account as a constant, characteris-

tic value for each element during its exposure time. Since

all equations in geochemistry are expressed per unit mass

of solution or solvent, if one wants to actually calculate the

total reaction in a given volume of reservoir rock, a scal-

ing is needed considering the total water present in the rock

volume, the total reactive surface of each mineral available

for reactions and so on. Under assumption of homogeneous

mineral volume fractions, all these variables are ultimately a

function of porosity and gas saturation, which hence control

speed and total amount of the chemical reactions in a rock

volume.

Klein et al. (2013) introduced analytical relationships re-

lating the outcome of a single geochemical simulation, scaled

for a given porosity and gas saturation, to any other given

porosity and saturation, enabling the treatment of hetero-

geneity without running many different batch geochemical

models. In the following it will be demonstrated that the

equations are a direct consequence of the particular form of

the kinetic law implemented in the models, and of the choices

made representing the minerals’ reactive surface and possi-

bly its variation along the simulation.

Considering the reference rock volume Vr, a common rate

expression per mass unit of solvent (with dimensions of

[mol1+γ s−1 kgH2O−1−γ ]) takes the form (Lasaga, 1998)

r = k ·As · (1−�
α)β · aγ , (1)

where k is the kinetic coefficient [molm2 s−1], As

[m2 kgH2O−1] is the specific (per mass unit of solvent) re-

active surface of the mineral in contact with the solution, �

the saturation ratio of the mineral and α, β two parameters

reflecting deviations from the ideal transition state theory, to

be empirically determined for the mineral; a is the activity of

a solute species acting as catalyser and its exponent γ defines

the order of the kinetic law. The specific reactive surface can

be written as

As = Vm ·Am, (2)

where Vm [m3 mineralkgH2O−1] is the volume of the min-

eral in contact with the unit mass of solvent in the considered

system and Am [m2 m−3 mineral] the specific reactive sur-

face per unit of mineral volume. Am is a parameter intrinsic

to the mineral – e.g. related to grain size. The expression of

Vm in terms of porosity and water saturation for the reference

rock volume Vr reads

Vm =
volume of mineral in Vr

mass of solvent in Vr

=
Vr · (1−ϕ) · fm

Vr · ρH2O · Sw ·ϕ
, (3)

where ϕ the porosity, fm the volume fraction of mineral m

referred to all minerals and ρH2O the density (mass of water

per unit volume of solution). The presence of Sw at the de-

nominator of this expression means that care must be given

to very low values of water saturation. In practice, the valid-

ity of this parametrisation is limited to water saturation being

larger than a given threshold (few percents). For lower values

of water saturation, chemistry cannot be calculated; however,
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its disregard would be irrelevant given the tiny amount of re-

actions happening in presence of tiny amount of solvent.

The rate r , including its dependency on porosity and water

saturation, reads as

r = k ·
fm · (1−ϕ)

ρH2O · Sw ·ϕ
· (1−�α)β · aγ . (4)

Consider now two distinct rock volumes, V1 and V2, with

initially equal mineral volume fractions and chemical com-

position (concentrations) of the reactive solution and differ-

ing only per porosity and saturation respectively ϕ1, S1 and

ϕ2, S2. The rates as seen by the volume unit of solution are

r1 = k ·
fm · (1−ϕ1)

ρH2O · S1 ·ϕ1

· (1−�α1 )
β
· aγ

r2 = k ·
fm · (1−ϕ2)

ρH2O · S2 ·ϕ2

· (1−�α2 )
β
· aγ .

(5)

It is not necessary to explicitly integrate these equations to

compute their respective timescales. It is namely straightfor-

ward to recognize that the chemical reaction will proceed in

the two volumes with different velocities, and thus different

characteristic timescales, but going through a succession of

equal states. For this purpose it is illustrative to proceed by

discretising Eq. (6) considering the amount of reaction per

mass unit of solvent ξ [molkgH2O−1], which is often called

progress of reaction. We have

r(t)=
dξ

dt
H⇒


V1 : r1(t1) =

dξ1

dt
(t1)

V2 : r2(t2) =
dξ2

dt
(t2).

(6)

Sought are the times t1 and t2 at which the reactions in V1

and V2 reach the same progress, or ξ1(t1)= ξ2(t2). Consider

time steps 1t1 = t1− t0 and 1t2 = t2− t0 small enough that

the rates r1 and r2 can be considered constant and the changes

in water saturation and porosity become negligible. One can

write

r1(t0)≈
1ξ ′

1t1
; r2(t0)≈

1ξ ′

1t2
H⇒1t2 =

r1(t0)

r2(t0)
·1t1. (7)

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (7) and simplifying for the fm,

ρH2O and the � terms, which by definition are equal for both

V1 and V2 at time t0, we finally obtain

1t2 =
(1−ϕ1)

S1 ·ϕ1

S2 ·ϕ2

(1−ϕ2)
·1t1. (8)

Upon reaching t1 and t2 respectively, the solutions in V1 and

V2 are again completely equivalent, and so are the (1−�)

terms, which only depend on activity coefficients and aque-

ous concentrations. Hence, the procedure can be repeated,

meaning that for any given time t1 in V1, the same reaction

progress is reached in V2 at time t2 if

t2 =
(1−ϕ1)

S1 ·ϕ1

S2 ·ϕ2

(1−ϕ2)
· t1. (9)

Furthermore, if 1ξ ′ is the amount of reaction per unit mass

of solvent, the total amount of reaction N in the given rock

volume is

N1(t1)= V1 · ρH2O ·ϕ1 · S1 ·1ξ
′, (10)

N2(t2)= V2 · ρH2O ·ϕ2 · S2 ·1ξ
′. (11)

Dividing the two equations and rearranging, it finally reads

N2(t2)=
V2 ·ϕ2 · S2

V1 ·ϕ1 · S1

N1(t1). (12)

Equations (9) and (12) are the scaling equations introduced

by Klein et al. (2013), which are given here in a slightly more

general form.

Notably, this result holds also for kinetic laws where the

total rate is a linear combination of terms of the same form

of Eq. (1), and for mixed kinetics/equilibrium simulation as

well, since equilibrium is a special case of kinetics where

the kinetic constant k is very large. One major assumption

still has to be respected, i.e. that the reactions do not signif-

icantly affect the porosity ϕ and the water saturation S. Fur-

thermore, in this parametrisation porosity and water content

control the timescale of chemical reactions. Analogous ex-

pressions can be obtained changing the form of kinetic laws

and the parametrisation of the reactive surfaces.

Scaling relationship for the TOUGHREACT simulator

The TOUGHREACT simulator (Xu et al., 2011) implements

the calculation of reactive surfaces canceling out completely

its dependence on water saturation, in order to prevent di-

verging rates when water saturation is small (Xu et al., 2008,

Appendix G, p. 175). Hence, the scaling equations for this

simulator read
t2 =

(1−ϕ1)

ϕ1

ϕ2

(1−ϕ2)
· t1

N2(t2)=
V2 ·ϕ2 · S2

V1 ·ϕ1 · S1

N1(t1).

(13)

3 Validation of the simplified scheme

The procedure for validating the one-way coupling involves

the comparison and analysis of a case study for which both

the simplified coupling approach and the fully coupled reac-

tive transport simulation are applied.

The case study has been chosen in order to ensure typ-

ical conditions for the application range of the simplified

coupling, and is inspired by published models for the Ket-

zin pilot site (Kempka and Kühn, 2013; Klein et al., 2013).

For all simulations the established TOUGHREACT/ECO2N

(Pruess and Spycher, 2007; Xu et al., 2011) simulator was

adopted. It implements a solubility model for CO2 in brines

which is accurate until 100 ◦C and 600 bar pressure for

a Na /Cl dominated solution up to 6 molal (Spycher and
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Pruess, 2005). The non-reactive simulations have been ob-

tained running the same model and switching off chemistry,

and the reactive in sequential non-iterative mode.

It is worth mentioning that the simplified coupling is a gen-

eral method and is independent from the simulator used for

the validation.

The influence of spatial heterogeneity, here limited to

porosity and permeability, and of the characteristic timescale

of reactions relative to the characteristic timescale of CO2

migration were also investigated.

3.1 Geochemical model

The chemical system chosen for the validation reflects the

analyses published by Förster et al. (2010), Norden et al.

(2010) and Würdemann et al. (2010) and is based on the

model for the Ketzin test site published by Klein et al. (2013).

The chosen model displays a typical complexity for CO2

storage problems; there is no need and no claim of being an

accurate quantitative reference for the site, nor to investigate

its plausibility or the quality of the thermodynamic database

adopted for the simulations.

The Stuttgart formation is the target reservoir of the Ket-

zin pilot site. It is mainly constituted by sand channels and

floodplain facies. Reservoir simulations (Kempka and Kühn,

2013) show that the sandy facies receives the major amount

of the injected CO2 due to their higher conductivity, and can

therefore be retained as the reference facies for investigating

the chemical processes.

The rock-forming phases considered reactive are anhy-

drite, albite, hematite, illite and chlorite, together amounting

to 24 % in volume of the rock. The rest of the rock – prin-

cipally quartz, up to 40 % in volume – is considered inert.

Secondary phases included in the model are kaolinite and

the carbonates siderite, magnesite, dolomite and calcite. The

choice of endmembers for the carbonates is a proxy for a Fe-

Mg-Ca-carbonate solid solution which is more likely to form

under these conditions; dolomite has also been included as

proxy for a Mg-Ca solid solution. These simplifications are

principally dictated by numerical reasons and constitute in

our opinion an acceptable approximation for the complexity

of the chemical system, also given the purpose of this model.

The cement phase anhydrite and the secondary minerals cal-

cite and dolomite are considered at local equilibrium in the

model, whereas all other minerals follow the parametrisation

for kinetic laws given by Palandri and Kharaka (2004) and

the estimation of specific surface areas by Klein et al. (2013).

Notably, 1 order of magnitude is preserved between the spe-

cific reactive surface areas of clay minerals (kaolinite, chlo-

rite and illite) and the non-clays. For the initial brine com-

position, the available analyses of Würdemann et al. (2010)

have been considered without further refinement other than

the concentrations of SiO2 and AlO−2 which were taken from

the re-evaluation performed by Klein et al. (2013). The initial

composition is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Initial brine composition.

Ion Concentration [molal]

AlO−
2

1.20× 10−8

Ca+2 5.67× 10−2

Cl− 4.34

Fe+2 1.05× 10−4

HCO−
3

9.65× 10−4

K+ 1.03× 10−2

Mg+2 4.06× 10−2

Na+ 4.19

SiO2 1.28× 10−4

SO−2
4

4.49× 10−2

pH 6.6

Temperature 35 ◦C

The batch model, also simulated with TOUGHREACT, is

defined as a porous medium of 1 m3 volume, represented as

one single cubic element in the program. The minerals’ vol-

ume fractions listed in Table 2 are assigned to the medium.

The rest of pore space not occupied by the brine is assumed

filled with CO2 at an initial pressure of 70 bar, which is an

average value derived by the analysis of the hydrodynamic

simulations of Kempka and Kühn (2013). The impact of pore

pressure was investigated by Klein et al. (2013) by means of

batch models with constant pressure, and found negligible

with respect to the speed of reactions at least in the range of

pressure expected in Ketzin. In the present case the system

is closed, and thus the simulation is performed at constant

volume for the gas phase. The change in porosity and the

consumption of water due to reactions, as well as the solubil-

ity of H2O in the gas phase, are negligible in terms of volume

change. Hence, the initial pressure governs how much CO2 is

contained in the reference volume and therefore available for

reactions. The reference simulation is for this reason chosen

with an initial porosity of ϕ = 0.5 and a water saturation of

Sw = 0.5.

Figure 1 displays the outcome of the reference batch sim-

ulation. Anhydrite (not shown in the picture), is undersatu-

rated at the beginning of the simulation and, being included

as equilibrium phase in the model, is from the very first step

of the simulation dissolved, staying substantially constant af-

terwards. Chlorite is dissolved and initially also albite. How-

ever, the latter inverts its trend and starts re-precipitating after

around 3000 simulation years. Illite starts precipitating from

the beginning, reaching a plateau after around 3000 years

and staying constant afterwards. At this point also kaolinite

starts precipitating. The most relevant feature of the model

is the sequence of precipitating carbonate minerals. The first,

starting from ca. 1500 simulation years, is the iron-bearing

siderite, which is followed by a temporary appearance of cal-

cite. Calcite starts redissolving as dolomite starts precipitat-

ing. Precipitation of siderite and dolomite continues until the
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Table 2. Minerals included in the model.

Mineral Volume Specific area

fraction [cm2 g−1]

Primary

anhydrite 0.05 at equilibrium

albite 0.1 1.13

hematite 0.01 1.13

illite 0.03 11.3

chlorite 0.05 11.3

Secondary

calcite not applicable at equilibrium

dolomite not applicable at equilibrium

kaolinite 0.0 11.3

magnesite 0.0 1.13

siderite 0.0 1.13

end of simulation time. There is no appearance of magnesite

in the model and a negligible dissolution of hematite.

Prolonging the simulation to around 200 000 years sees the

model approaching but not reaching an equilibrium state. At

this point the precipitated volume of siderite reaches around

3000 cm3 m−3 of rock, or 0.3 % of the total rock volume. The

precipitation of carbonates and illite, however, is partially

compensated by dissolution of chlorite and anhydrite, and

thus the calculated change in porosity after 200 000 years is

−0.00056 porosity units, which represents a relative change

of around −0.11 % from the initial value of 0.5. It can be

safely considered negligible in terms of impact on the hydro-

dynamic properties of the medium.

3.2 Coupled simulations: spatial discretisation and

CO2 injection

The simulation grid chosen for the coupled simulations in

this study displays the typical complexity – and limitations –

of reactive transport simulations in the domain of CO2 stor-

age, being coarse enough to allow for fully coupled reactive

transport simulations in an affordable CPU time.

The spatial discretisation of about 2.5km× 3.5km near-

field subset of the Stuttgart formation of the Ketzin anticline

is comprised of 2950 hexahedral elements arranged in one

single layer with a 3-D structure following the topography

of the target formation (Fig. 2). The thickness of the layer is

around 75 m and thus is comprised of both main stratigraphic

units of the Stuttgart formation. In particular, the sloping of

the anticline structure drives a significant upwards migration

of the CO2 and was therefore retained as a major distinc-

tive feature the simplified coupling needs to be benchmarked

against. Faults and discontinuities defined in the geological

model have been geometrically smoothed in the one-layer

model.

Pore volume multiplicators at the border elements pro-

vide constant boundary conditions throughout the simula-
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Figure 1. The reference geochemical model, scaled for initial

porosity ϕ = 0.5 and initial water saturation Sw = 0.5. Siderite (red)

and dolomite (orange) are the main precipitating carbonate phases

contributing to mineral trapping; calcite (black) is predicted to ap-

pear only transiently. Kaolinite (green), illite (grey) and albite (ma-

genta) also precipitates. The newly formed phases are compensated

by dissolution of anhydrite cement (not shown) and of chlorite

(blue). In terms of porosity changes these reactions can be safely

considered negligible in the considered time frame.

tions. The construction model ensures a realistic pressure

build-up and is large enough that the injected CO2 does not

arrive at the borders in the investigated time span.

Two distinct cases were investigated: an homogeneous

medium with constant porosity ϕ = 0.2 and permeability of

1× 10−13 m2, and a spatially heterogeneous medium with

porosity ranging from 0.08 to 0.22 and permeability from

2.8× 10−14 to 3.0× 10−12 m2. The heterogeneous distribu-

tions of porosity and permeability have been obtained by up-

scaling to the simulation grid respectively with arithmetic

and geometric average the reservoir model described by Nor-

den and Frykman (2013) and Kempka et al. (2013a) and his-

tory matched by Kempka and Kühn (2013). No further re-

finement of the upscaling was done, i.e. to obtain the same

total pore volume in the simulation grids between the ho-

mogeneous and heterogeneous cases, or more sophisticated

permeability upscaling.

The initial pressure for the models is set after equilibra-

tion runs assuming a hydrostatic gradient. All simulations are

isothermal at a temperature of 35 ◦C. 67 000 t of CO2 are in-

jected at a constant rate in 5 years in the element highlighted

in Fig. 2. This represents the amount of CO2 injected at the

Ketzin site. After injection, the system is let free to evolve

until a total simulation time of 2200 years is reached.

It has to be stressed that the many adopted simplifications

do not allow one to consider the resulting model as an at-

tempt to investigate the Ketzin site in a way coherent with

the available monitoring data and previous modelling work.
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Figure 2. The spatial discretisation of the near-field Ketzin anticline

used for the reactive transport model (northing direction is along

the y axis). It comprises 2950 elements in one single layer, but with

a 3-D structure following the topography of the target formation

(magnified 5 times in the z direction). Depicted here is the hetero-

geneous distribution of porosity, derived from the upscaled Ketzin

geological model.

Again, the purpose of these numerical experiments is to val-

idate the simplified coupling approach while mimicking the

complexity (in this case: heterogeneity of porosity and per-

meability) of a real-life problem.

4 Results

4.1 CO2 migration in reactive and non-reactive

simulations

For the purpose of this study it is important to evaluate

the discrepancy between the reactive and fully coupled non-

reactive simulations concerning the migration pattern of –

and hence the reservoir volume exposed to – the injected

CO2. The simplified coupling is applied on the outcome of

non-reactive simulations, and it must therefore be ensured

that the bias with respect to the fully coupled simulations

is quantitatively manageable. The reservoir volume exposed

to the injected CO2, either gaseous or dissolved, is therefore

one of the crucial parameters in view of the application of the

simplified coupling.

After injection, the CO2 would rapidly start its upward mi-

gration towards the anticline top, spreading and progressively

dissolving in the formation brine along its way. Due to the

coarseness of the simulation grid, the gaseous phase tends to

progressively disappear, so that at the end of simulation time

the majority of elements in which gas is still present display

only a small residual gas saturation and almost the whole in-

jected CO2 is dissolved in the formation brine. The spatial

distribution of dissolved CO2 is displayed in Fig. 3, which

collates snapshots after 2100 simulation years for both the

homogenous and heterogeneous cases. The significant dif-

ferences in migration in the homogeneous and heterogeneous

cases stem on one hand from the difference in total pore vol-

ume around the injection between the two simulations, and

on the other hand from the preferential flow paths which en-

hance the total spreading of the CO2 (Lengler et al., 2010).

The non-reactive simulations show a quite enhanced

spreading of the dissolved CO2 compared to the reactive

case. However, this mainly consists of elements with a small

concentration located at the border of the CO2 plume. Its cen-

tral part, where the highest concentrations are, shows a sim-

ilar spatial pattern. This is particularly evident in the homo-

geneous case, where the cloud has a much lower expansion

than in the heterogeneous case.

Figures 4 and 5 show the quantification of the exposed vol-

umes respectively for the the homogeneous and the heteroge-

neous cases. In the diagrams the reservoir volume exposed to

gaseous CO2 (the black curves) is compared with the reser-

voir volume exposed only to dissolved CO2 in both fully

coupled and non-reactive simulations (blue and red curves).

It appears evident that soon after injection the reservoir ele-

ments showing a gaseous phase reach a maximum and start

decreasing immediately afterwards. However, the discrep-

ancy between reactive and non-reactive simulations is quite

small in both cases: the presence of gas phase in an element

is not significantly overestimated by the non-reactive simu-

lations.

Much more significant is the difference between the vol-

umes exposed to dissolved CO2. Hereby two threshold val-

ues used to include the elements in the statistic are high-

lighted in blue and red, pointing out the large sensitivity of

the outcomes on this choice. This is due to the fact that many

elements are actually exposed only to low CO2 concentra-

tions. Furthermore, a major discrepancy is found, both in

the homogeneous and heterogeneous case, between the fully

coupled and the non-reactive simulations: the latter curves

display a constant increase of exposed volume, whereas the

reactive reach a maximum after around 500 years for the ho-

mogeneous case and around 1000 for the heterogeneous, af-

terwards substantially decreasing or hitting a plateau.

This behaviour actually means that in the non-reactive

simulations the CO2 plume continues increasing its extent

during the whole simulation time. Such discrepancy is actu-

ally a measure of the overestimation of the migration pattern

caused by not accounting for chemical reactions.

However, the importance of the threshold is spatial and

has an impact on the definition of the considered exposure

time. The larger the threshold is, the later the arrival time of

dissolved CO2 considered. In the simplified coupling the to-

tal mineralisation of the elements exposed only to dissolved

CO2 is limited on one hand to the actual maximum amount of

CO2 reaching the element, but on the other it also gets limited

by the arrival time of CO2, which is retained as the starting

point of the chemical reactions. Therefore, the significance of

the threshold is 2-fold, and it is the combination of its spatial
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Figure 3. Spreading of dissolved CO2 in terms of aqueous mass fraction (XCO2aq) after 2100 years. Compared are the homogeneous (left

column) and heterogeneous (right column) cases; first row shows the non-reactive and second row the reactive simulations (full coupling).

At this simulation time there is a significant difference between the reservoir volume affected by dissolved CO2 depending on whether or not

chemistry is included in the simulation. Since the simplified coupling makes use of non-reactive simulations to estimate the exposure time of

each element, this discrepancy will impact its outcome. However, this effect is mitigated by the introduction of a threshold filtering out small

concentrations of aqueous CO2 as geochemically inactive (see text for further details).
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Figure 4. Homogeneous simulations: reservoir volume exposed to

CO2 distinguishing between elements exposed to gaseous phase

(black lines) and to dissolved CO2 only (red; blue following the

threshold for the minimum considered concentration in terms of

mass fraction).

and temporal effects which helps mitigate the overestimation

of CO2 migration returned by the non-reactive simulations.

In summary, the reservoir volume exposed to gaseous CO2

is accurately predicted by the non-reactive simulations and

does not need a particular treatment. On the contrary, for the

elements exposed only to dissolved CO2, the discrepancy be-

tween the non-reactive and fully coupled reactive simulations
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Figure 5. Heterogeneous simulations: reservoir volume exposed to

gaseous and dissolved CO2.

is significant and imposes the choice of a threshold value

for the CO2 concentration considered geochemically active

to mitigate it.

4.2 Spatial self-similarity of reactions

The second major hypothesis is the self-similarity of chemi-

cal reactions in the fully coupled simulations. In fact, the hy-

pothesis underlying the simplified coupling is that the same

reaction path is replicated in every element of the simulation
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Figure 6. Comparison between the mineral changes predicted by

the fully coupled simulations in one single element as opposed to

the outcome of the scaled 0-D reference geochemical model. De-

picted, with the same colours of Fig. 1, are siderite (red), albite

(blue), chlorite (magenta) and calcite (black). Also, for complete-

ness the pH in the two cases is represented (dashed line for the

scaled batch and the cross symbols for the fully coupled simula-

tion). The calculated similarity function for this element is 4.5.

grid, translated in time by the corresponding arrival time of

CO2 and scaled according to the actual porosity and charac-

teristic gas saturation of the element. Such a replicated reac-

tion path happens to be exactly the reference 0-D batch geo-

chemical model depicted in Fig. 1. The discrepancies among

the elements of the coupled simulations can be imputed to

the hydrodynamic transport of solute species, which is the

only physical process responsible for perturbing the reac-

tions, since by definition they all start from the same initial

state in the whole domain.

The comparison is visually represented in Figs. 6 and 7,

which show two exemplary elements taken respectively from

the homogeneous and heterogeneous simulation. The first is

an element exposed to gaseous CO2, while the second is ex-

posed only to dissolved CO2. The dotted lines represent the

outcome of the fully coupled simulation and the solid lines

the output of the (scaled) 0-D model for one element of the

simulation grid. The time axes of the scaled 0-D simulation

have been translated to match the actual arrival time of CO2

in that element.

We can anticipate that from a quantitative point of view,

the agreement between the fully coupled and the 0-D scaled

simulations is generally more than acceptable in the majority

of grid elements, which supports the hypothesis the simpli-

fied coupling is based on. Common discrepancies are repre-

sented by a slight delay in precipitation of some minerals (i.e.

calcite in Fig. 6, the black line).
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Figure 7. Comparison between the mineral changes in one element

of the heterogeneous case with weak similarity (52.26). This el-

ement has only been exposed to dissolved CO2. Even with such

a high value of the similarity function, the difference between the

precipitated carbonates at the end of simulation time is below 10 %.

A numerical measure of the self-similarity is needed in or-

der to control the initial hypothesis. This is achieved compar-

ing the mineral changes in each element to the 0-D reference

simulation. Noted with1Mi , the changes of a mineralM (in

mass unit per m3 rock) at the time steps i = 1, . . .,N from

the fully coupled simulations and with 1M∗i the changes

from the reference model (after translation of its time axis

to match the arrival time of CO2 in the element), the similar-

ity is defined as the average quadratic relative error over the

time samples:

Similarity=

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(
1Mi −1M

∗

i

1M∗i

)2

. (14)

From such a definition it follows that the similarity is a pos-

itive function, equal to zero if the compared reactions are

exactly the same, and taking higher values for increasing dis-

crepancy. Similarities can be computed for each mineral sep-

arately or for one of their possible linear combinations. In

the following we will concentrate on the most relevant linear

combination for the purpose of this study, which is the total

amount of precipitating carbonates.

The results confirm that indeed the hypothesis of self-

similarity holds: in Fig. 8 are shown the histograms of the

calculated similarities for each element of the fully coupled

simulations reached by CO2 in the homogeneous and het-

erogeneous case respectively. For readability the histograms

have been truncated to a value of 20 for the similarity func-

tion, which represents the 95th percentile in the homoge-

neous and the 99th percentile in the heterogeneous case.
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Figure 8. Histogram of similarities of total carbonate mineralisation

in the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases.

In both cases the vast majority of values are concentrated

around 5 or less, with particularly small values – and thus

high a degree of similarity – for the heterogeneous simula-

tions. Figures 6 and 7 display similarities of 4.5 and 52.26

respectively. Even for such a high value as in the latter case,

the discrepancy of total amount of mineralised CO2 in the

element is around 10 % at the end of the simulation time: in

that particular case the delay in the mineralisation of siderite

and the temporary appearance of calcite explain this differ-

ence.

Figures 9 and 10 display the spatial distribution of the sim-

ilarity function in the reservoir, for the homogeneous and

heterogenous cases. It appears that the best (lowest values

of the similarity function, in blue) similarities are located,

in both cases, in the extern part of the CO2 cloud, whereas

the core part of the cloud shows a lower degree of similar-

ity. On the one hand this is due to the longer exposure time

and hence duration of reactive chemistry in such portion of

reservoir, which amplifies and propagates the discrepancies;

on the other hand, this is an indirect measure of the influence

of hydrodynamic transport: it is in the central portion of the

cloud that the brine flow is the highest and thus most perturbs

the chemistry.

In summary, for at least 95 % of the elements in which

CO2 mineralisation occurs, the fully coupled simulations

predict reactive chemistry which is qualitatively and quanti-

tatively nearly identical to the reference 0-D simulation. The

second major hypothesis for the application of the simplified

coupling can be thus considered as verified.

Figure 9. Spatial distribution of the self-similarity (cf. text for def-

inition) of chemical reactions relative to total carbonate mineral-

isation for the fully coupled reactive transport simulations in the

homogeneous case.

Figure 10. Spatial distribution of the self-similarity for the hetero-

geneous case.

4.3 Total mineralisation

The next step is to evaluate the actual performance of the

simplified coupling with respect to the outcome this method

has been built for: the prediction of the total CO2 mineralisa-

tion in the reservoir.

This result is shown in Fig. 11, highlighting the influence

of the choice of the threshold on the result.

The diagram confirms that indeed the results of the sim-

plified coupling (the dotted and the dashed lines) are quite

on par with the outcome of the full coupling (the solid lines)

for both the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases. It is also

apparent that the chosen threshold value has a significant im-

pact on the predictions. For the simulations of this study the

optimal concentration threshold, found by trial and error, is
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Figure 11. Total carbonate mineralisation in reservoir: comparison

between full and simplified coupling. Influence of the choice of

threshold value for dissolved CO2 considered active for the cou-

pling in the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases.

comprised between 0.0002 and 0.0005 in mass fraction. The

evolution of the mineralisation is nicely reproduced through-

out the simulation time, with the exception of a slightly more

significant deviation (in form of delay) in the first 500 sim-

ulation years for the homogeneous simulation and around

1000 years in the heterogeneous. After that, the simplified

coupling approximates with excellent agreement the predic-

tion of fully coupled simulations: under 3 % in terms of the

total injected CO2.

Based on Fig. 11, a further consideration is possible, in

particular from the observation of the heterogeneous case

(the blue curves). As result from the enhanced spreading of

the injected CO2 and the heterogeneity in porosity, contribut-

ing to the speed of reactions, the mineralisation is quite quick

if compared with the homogeneous case, reaching a value

of around 60 % of the injected CO2 after 1700 years. Un-

der these conditions, a further prolongation of the simulation

cannot be justified: the discrepancy in spreading and migra-

tion of CO2 as estimated by the non-reactive simulations,

which are of course not accounting for in the feedback of

chemistry, will be obviously overestimated to an excessive

degree, violating one the assumptions the simplified coupling

is based on. Therefore, Fig. 11 is bounded on the y axis: the

outcome of the comparison is not credible if the mineralisa-

tion is too high.

The influence of the kinetics relative to the transport sce-

nario was furthermore tested by replacing the chemical sys-

tem considered until now with one with kinetic constants 1

order of magnitude smaller. The comparison procedure was

repeated in an homogeneous case, running the new 0-D batch

geochemical model and the fully coupled reactive transport,
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Figure 12. Influence of the threshold in case of slower kinetics,

homogeneous case.

while the non-reactive simulations are the same as in the pre-

vious case. The considered simulation time for this case is

10 000 years. The outcome in terms of total mineralisation is

shown in Fig. 12.

Here one would expect that the slower kinetics would pro-

duce lower mineralisation, and thus that the difference be-

tween reactive and non-reactive simulations would be re-

duced; overall, a better agreement between full coupling and

simplified coupling would be anticipated. However, surpris-

ingly, the discrepancy between the two approaches proved

to be larger. Only a very small concentration threshold al-

lows one to match the predictions of the full coupling with

the same precision of the case of faster kinetics. The ex-

planation of this result is the decrease in self-similarity of

reactions: in other words, for slower kinetics the relative im-

portance of hydrodynamic transport of solutes becomes more

relevant, and thus one single geochemical model is less capa-

ble of representing the reactions in all elements of the spatial

discretisation. A faster kinetics would reinforce the hypoth-

esis that only the presence of CO2 in each element drives

its chemistry, reducing the relative importance of hydrody-

namic transport. In this case it is more likely to experience

more severe errors in the mass balance for the injected CO2.

Continuing with this reasoning, an even faster kinetic would

eventually lead to violating the third underlying assumption

of Sect. 1 in which the reactions are largely kinetically lim-

ited. These ideas suggest the existence of a window of ap-

plicability for the simplified coupling and ultimately a more

rigorous way to define (and compute a priori) if and when

transport and reactions can be un-coupled for a given sys-

tem, and when fully coupled reactive transport is the only

possible option.

In summary, the simplified coupling achieves an estima-

tion of the total amount of mineralisation which is in excel-
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lent agreement with the fully coupled simulations if an opti-

mal value for the threshold is employed.

5 Discussion

5.1 The optimal choice for the threshold

A threshold value for the minimum dissolved CO2 concen-

tration considered active has been defined to filter out the

overestimation of reservoir volume exposed to CO2 (in both

a spatial and a temporal sense) which comes from the non-

reactive simulations. If too large, its choice can lead to severe

underestimation, if too small, to severe overestimation of the

total mineralisation.

In a real application for the simplified coupling such opti-

mal value is of course a priori unknown, since no fully cou-

pled simulations are available. The strategy to determine re-

alistic values – or at least to define a realistic bandwidth –

is always dependent on the investigated problem, and only

guidelines can be outlined here.

A first consideration regards the proportion of elements

exposed to dissolved CO2 in the simulations. In a typical

storage system in saline aquifers, the reservoir volume ex-

posed exclusively to dissolved CO2 can be much larger, in

the time frame for which chemical reactions are relevant,

than that exposed to gaseous CO2 (Kempka and Kühn, 2013).

However, the simulated concentration of dissolved CO2 is of-

ten quite small, particularly at the front of the CO2 plume.

Coarse spatial discretisations resulting in elements with

very large volumes may induce an overestimation of the spa-

tial extent of dissolved CO2. In fact, most simulators allow

the existence of gaseous CO2 in a separate, dense phase only

if the dissolved CO2 excesses the saturation limit in the for-

mation water in that element. Therefore, in particular in pres-

ence of large volume elements, and particularly at the border

of the CO2 plume, the presence (and hence propagation) of

dissolved CO2 is favoured with respect to the gaseous phase,

ending up in overestimating the total dissolved CO2. Very

small calculated concentrations of dissolved CO2 propagate

to adjacent elements to an extent which is not completely

physical. Numerical dispersion may contribute to this effect.

Notably, all these issues become more relevant for increasing

coarseness of the simulation grid. Therefore, it can be ex-

pected that the fine hydrodynamic grids, the simplified cou-

pling is designed to be applied on, should be far less sensi-

tive to the threshold than the coarse model used in the present

study for validation.

One-dimensional tests not showed in the present work sup-

port this hypothesis: through grid refinement not only the

choice of threshold became less significant, but also the op-

timal threshold value was increased in the finer grids. Future

work is however needed to thoroughly assess this aspect. An-

other interesting option to explore in future work is the def-

inition of a time-dependent threshold, and in particular in-

creasing along the progress of simulations.

A computational way to determine the optimal threshold

is represented by the set-up of 1-D or 2-D models mimicking

the typical element dimension found in the full 3-D grid, the

typical exposure time to CO2, and of course the same chem-

istry as in the original model.

5.2 Applications and future work

The simplified coupling has been developed to apply reactive

chemistry on structurally complex, fine resolved, million-

element grids routinely used in pure hydrodynamic reservoir

simulations, with no need to meet compromises such as the

number of elements and the spatial heterogeneity described

in the models.

This approach frees the reactive transport modelling from

the limitations which hamper many of its real-life applica-

tions. It applies to hydrodynamic reservoir models, which

are usually well matched, without grid upscaling and there-

fore profiting of the best possible description of heterogene-

ity. This also includes boundary conditions and transitory

regimes (think about injection rate of CO2 and its conse-

quences on reservoir pressure), which are problematic to de-

pict using oversimplified grids. The price for this ability –

if all the hypotheses are met, which is usually the case in

CO2 storage systems – is not a computational or numerical

burden, but an approximation of the total outcome of reac-

tive chemistry, determined as bandwidth following the un-

certainty of only one parameter: the concentration threshold.

Kempka et al. (2014) presents the application of the

simplified coupling in the form described in the present

work to a real-life scenario concerning the Ketzin pilot

site. The simulation grid used for the hydrodynamic model

amounts to 648 420 elements and the simulation time reaches

16 000 years; it would have been impossible to achieve these

results with the currently available fully coupled reactive

transport simulators.

The storage in saline aquifer is actually an unfavourable

case for the one-way coupling, given the complexity of its

hydrodynamics; the case of CO2 storage in depleted gas

reservoirs would be much easier, where the water phase is

typically present only in limited amount or residual satura-

tions (Audigane et al., 2009; De Lucia et al., 2012). In such

cases the hypothesis of self-similarity of reactions will be

met to an even better extent, since the solute transport in the

formation brine will be quite reduced, if present at all. It will

be interesting, as future work, to test the one-way coupling

in such settings, also given the higher temperatures which

could lead to faster reactions than those investigated in this

study. Also, the scale of the injection project, considering

millions of tons instead of few tens of thousands as in the

Ketzin example, could significantly affect the applicability

and the precision of the one-way coupling. In this regard we

expect that the larger the CO2 injection relative to the avail-
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able pore volume, the better the precision of the simplified

coupling, since even more reservoir volume would be ex-

posed to gaseous CO2 for longer time than in the case study

of this paper. This is however a speculative assessment, since

the hydrodynamics of the reservoir could correspondingly be

much more complex than anticipated here.

The simplified approach is not limited to CO2 or gas stor-

age, but can be employed wherever its underlying assump-

tions are respected, and notably where the reactions are initi-

ated or controlled by the arrival time or presence of a limited

number of solute species. In this sense the presented method

can be truly considered as an alternative to fully coupled re-

active transport simulations and not the simplification of one

particular CO2 storage model. As conceptual proof for this

flexibility, one could have considered the pH value as control

variable for the initiation of chemical reactions in the hereby

presented CO2 case study, and led the whole study in terms of

pH, which could lead to a much more physically meaningful

definition of the threshold value. However, since the explicit

evaluation of gaseous CO2 saturation (for the scaling) and

dissolved concentration (for the mass balance) would still be

needed in our case, we did not follow that route.

A crucial application of the method is furthermore the abil-

ity to perform sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of the un-

derlying components: both the hydrodynamic and the geo-

chemical model. The advantage is of course represented by

the separation of the processes, which can be therefore ef-

ficiently simulated on their own, and quickly reassembled

in the post-processing approach, without the computational

burden of fully coupled simulations.

Finally, a combination of full coupling and simplified one-

way coupling can be used for speeding up reactive transport

simulations. Namely, in the framework of sequential cou-

pling through operator splitting, in which at each time step

first hydrodynamics is calculated on the simulation grid, and

afterwards chemistry on each grid element, one could imag-

ine substituting such an expensive calculation of chemistry

by scaling one single batch model as proposed in the simpli-

fied one-way approach. This would ensure consistency be-

tween CO2 available for transport and mineralised, elimi-

nating the major uncertainty connected to the application of

the simplified approach in post-processing mode. Also some

other ideas presented in the present work could lead to im-

provements or further computational speedups. In particular

the check for self-similarity of reactions could be applied in

heterogeneous settings in order to identify a reduced num-

ber of reaction paths that need to be actually included in the

reactive transport simulations, much in a sense of the reduc-

tion of complexity of the chemical system discussed by De

Lucia and Kühn (2013) or, with focus on more numerically

efficient kinetic laws modelled as first-order decay processes,

Hellevang et al. (2013).

6 Conclusions

The simplified one-way coupling introduced by Klein et al.

(2013) has been validated by means of comparison with fully

coupled reactive transport simulations in a typical CO2 un-

derground storage setting in a saline aquifer, exploring one

homogeneous and one heterogeneous case in terms of poros-

ity and permeability. It was demonstrated that for such case

studies the chemical reactions in each element of the simu-

lation grid are with good approximation self-similar, which

means on one hand that one single 0-D geochemical model

can be used as proxy for the reactions occurring in all ele-

ments of the simulation grid, and on the other hand that the

hydrodynamic transport of solutes plays a secondary role in

comparison to the presence or not of the injected CO2, which

is the true driving force of the chemical reactions. The choice

of a threshold value for dissolved CO2 considered geochem-

ically active governs the convergence of the one-way cou-

pling with the fully coupled simulations. This is particularly

true for the given case study in which the migration of and

exposure to dissolved CO2 represents the single most sig-

nificant discrepancy between the non-reactive and the fully

coupled simulations. For the considered case studies an opti-

mal mass fraction concentration of around 0.0005 was found

to ensure the best matching of the outcome of the fully cou-

pled simulations. Since in a real application this parameter

is a priori unknown, the outcome of the simplified coupling

has to be determined rather as bandwidth, estimating the op-

timal threshold for example by means of 1-D or 2-D simula-

tions. However, given the advantage of performing coupled

simulations on finely discretied grids with no simplifications

and upscaling of heterogeneous features of the reservoirs,

the uncertainty due to the simplified coupling appears jus-

tified. Furthermore, removing the computational burden for

reactive transport simulations makes the simplified approach

particularly adapted to sensitivity analyses, which are much

needed given the uncertainty inherent to geochemical mod-

elling.

Code availability

The analyses and methods outlined in this study are signif-

icant, in the opinion of the authors, rather from a method-

ological point of view than for their implementation, which

is actually quite trivial and can be achieved using many dif-

ferent tools and programming environments. However, the

R scripts (R Core Team, 2014) and the simulations needed

to reproduce at least part of the presented results can be ob-

tained by directly contacting the corresponding author.
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